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Machine Models and Other Preliminary Definitions. The (algebraic) Random Access
Machine (RAM) is a sequential model of computation where each arithmetic or logical
operation such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and comparison can be
done in one step by a given processor.
For our model of computation, we assume the algebraic Parallel Random Access
Machine (PRAM) where processors can execute such operations in parallel. The parallel
time complexity bound is the number of these steps. The work of a parallel computation
is the total number of arithmetic steps (arithmetic complexity), which is upper bounded
by the product of the processors times the parallel time.
Throughout this paper all logarithms are base 2. Let P(n) be the processor bound
to multiply two degree n polynomials in O(log n) parallel time using a PRAM. The
best known bounds for P(n) over arbitrary fields is n log log n [CK], but if the field
supports an FFT of size n, then the best bound for P(n) is n. Let M(n) be the processor bounds to multiply two n × n matrices in O(log n) parallel time using a PRAM.
Currently, the best bounds for M(n) are for n ω , where ω = 2.376, as implied by
the results of Coppersmith and Winograd [CW]; we assume in this paper that
2 < ω < 3.
Matrix Assumptions. All matrix products are inner products. Vectors and matrices will
be denoted by lower and upper case characters, respectively.
Generally, we assume input A is a square matrix of size n × n. We assume throughout
this paper, without loss of generality, that n is a power of 2. We assume the n ×n matrices
input to our algorithms have entries over a given field.
Let I and O denote identity and null matrices of the appropriate sizes. AT denotes the
transpose of a matrix A. A is defined to be symmetric if AT = A. Let det(A) denote the
determinant of A. A is singular if det(A) = 0, else it is non-singular. If A is non-singular,
then the inverse A−1 is defined and the adjoint is the matrix adj(A) = det(A)A−1 (the
adjoint is an integer matrix if A is).
Let A = [ai, j ] denote the elements of A. A is lower (upper) triangular if ai, j = 0
for i < j ( j < In , respectively). A is b-banded if ai, j = 0 for 2| j − i| + 1 >
b, so the non-zeros occur within only a band of width b around the diagonal. A is
block diagonal if A has non-zero entries only at a sequence of disjoint blocks on the
diagonal.
Motivation: Sparse and Banded Linear Systems. Many large matrices occurring in
practice have a special structure which allows the associated linear system to be efficiently solved. A sparse matrix has O(n) non-zero entries. An O(n 2 log2 n) algorithm
for solution of a sparse linear system is given by Wiedemann [W] and Kaltofen and
Saunders [KS]. This bound can be improved upon for many classes of sparse matrices.
The sparsity graph of an n × n symmetric matrix is a graph with edges between indices
wherever there is a non-zero entry. A family of graphs is s(n)-separable if, given a
graph G in the family of n ≥ O(1) nodes, we can delete a set of s(n) nodes, separating
G into subgraphs in the family of size ≤ αn nodes, for some constant splitting factor
α ≤ 1. A family of graphs is strongly s(n)-separable if we can delete a set of s(n) nodes,
separating G into subgraphs in the family of size ≤ (n + 1)/2 nodes. It is well known
(see [U2]) that
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PROPOSITION 1.1. If a family of graphs is s(n)-separable for some constant splitting
factor α < 1, then the family of graphs is also strongly s ! (n)-separable where s ! (n) =
O(s(n)) if s(n) ≥ n γ , for some γ , 0 < γ < 1, and otherwise s ! (n) = O(s(n) log n).
Clearly d-dimensional grids or dissection graphs are√s(n) = O(n (d−1)/d ) separable,
and Lipton and Tarjan [LT] showed planar graphs are O( n)-separable. A sparsity graph
of a symmetric matrix has a vertex for every row (column) of the matrix and an edge
wherever there is a non-zero entry of the adjacency matrix. Matrices with separable
sparsity graphs arise naturally from VLSI circuit problems, structure problems, and
discretization of low-dimensional PDEs. For example, d-dimensional PDEs result in
matrices whose sparsity graphs are d-dimensional grids or related dissection graphs
which are s(n) = O(n (d−1)/d ) separable.
We assume as input to our algorithms a sparse n × n rational symmetric matrix, which
is s(n)-separable: the sparsity graph of the matrix has separator size s(n). Throughout
this paper we assume s(n) = n γ , for some γ , 0 < γ < 1.
Parallel Nested Dissection. Let a polylog function of n be log O(1) n. The problem of LU
factoring and solving sparse s(n)-separable linear systems has a number of efficient sequential algorithms and also parallel algorithms requiring polylog time using n+M(s(n))
processors. The technique of Nested Dissection constructs a sparse recursive LU factorization of the input matrix using the separator structure to minimize the size of the fill-in.
Nested Dissection was originally developed by George [G1] for grid sparsity graphs
and was generalized by Lipton et al. [LRT] to separable sparsity graphs and extended
to parallel computation for general separable sparsity graphs by Pan and Reif [PR1],
[PR2]. For recursive factorization of non-singular symmetric positive definite matrices,
Pan and Reif [PR1], [PR2] gave bounds of parallel time O(log3 n) with n + M(s(n))
processors, Gazit and Miller [GM] gave bounds of parallel time O(log2 n log log n) with
n + M(s(n)) processors, Armon and Reif [AR] decreased this parallel time to O(log2 n)
with n + M(s(n))1+ε processors, for ε > 0.
A is b-banded if Ai, j = 0 for 2| j − i| + 1 > b, so the non-zero entries occur only
within a band of width b around the diagonal. A is b-block diagonal if the non-zeros are a
sequence of b × b blocks on the diagonal. Techniques similar to Nested Dissection have
been used for efficient polylog parallel solution (see [E] and [PSA]) of b-banded and
b-block diagonal linear systems of size n × n within processor bounds O(n M(b)/b).
Algorithms for the Characteristic Polynomial. The characteristic polynomial of A is
the determinant of A−λIn . The characteristic polynomial is useful for determining many
properties of matrices.3
The algorithm of Wiedemann [W] and Kaltofen and Saunders [KS] computes the
characteristic polynomial of a sparse matrix in arithmetic work O(n 2 log2 n), but it is
not known how to parallelize the algorithm in less than linear time. Giesbrecht [G2]
3

It is well known that a polynomial p(x) has all distinct roots iff GCD( p(x), p (1) (x)) = 1, where p (1) (x) is
the derivative of p(x). Let A be an n × n matrix and let A(λ) = A − λIn . Hence A has n distinct eigenvalues
iff the characteristic polynomial det(A(λ)) of A has distinct roots iff GCD(det(B)(λ), det(1) (A(λ))) = 1.
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gave the best previous polylog time parallel algorithms for the characteristic polynomial of a dense matrix with O(M(n)) processors (similar bounds for the minimal
polynomial of a dense matrix are due to Kaltofen and Pan [KP1]; their algorithm can
be applied in the generic case, where the minimal polynomial of A is the characteristic polynomial of A). There is no known general improvement to these processor
bounds in the case where the matrix is sparse. However, there are a number of known
special classes of input matrices with efficient polylog parallel algorithms for characteristic polynomials and eigenvalue problems: (i) dense structured matrices (e.g.,
Toeplitz and bounded displacement rank matrices) have parallel algorithms for characteristic polynomials with time O(log n log log n) using n P(n) processors (see [BP1]
and [BP2]), (ii) tridiagonal matrices have known parallel algorithms with time O(log2 n)
using P(n) processors (see [H], [KM], [BP1], [BP2], [BG], and also [J], p. 428, homework 8.37]).
Sparse Lanczos methods can be used to reduce any sparse symmetric n × n matrix to tridiagonal form with O(n 2 ) arithmetic work, using for example the symmetric
Lanczos algorithm. The characteristic polynomial of this tridiagonal matrix can then
be easily computed by known parallel algorithms in time O(log2 n) using P(n) processors, as noted above. The sparse Lanczos methods can be parallelized to run in
time O(n) with n processors. However, they are not known to parallelize to time less
than !(n).
Our Main Result. This paper gives a parallel algorithm for exact computation of the
characteristic polynomial of a sparse symmetric matrix with parallel time
O((log2 n) log2 s(n)) using P(n)(n + M(s(n))) ≤ P(n)(n +s(n)2.376 ) processors, when
the sparsity graph of the matrix has separator size s(n).
Our algorithm uses an interesting algebraic version of Nested Dissection, which
constructs a sparse factorization of the matrix A − λIn where A is the input matrix.
Specifically, our new idea is to use the separator structure to bound the degree of the
rational functions in the recursively factored matrices, as well as the fill-in. Previously,
the separator structure has only been used to bound the fill-in.
Although the usual Nested Dissection may not exist if the matrix is not symmetric
positive definite, we show the algebraic version of Nested Dissection
√ factorization aln, we require only
ways exists.
When
the
sparsity
graph
is
a
planar
graph,
s(n)
≤
√
P(n)M( n) ≤ O(P(n)n 1.188 ) processors.
There are many applications for our result. Sparsity graphs with very small separators
are often observed for linear systems derived from many scientific and engineering
applications, for example:
1. the sparsity graphs of b-banded and b-block diagonal matrices,
2. low-dimensional grid graphs with high aspect ratio (e.g., two-dimensional grid graphs
of size b × n, or in general D-dimensional
grid graphs of size n 1 × n 2 × · · · × n D ,
!k
n i is bounded), and
where, for some k < D, b = i=1
3. k-outerplanar planar graphs where every vertex is on one of k distinguished faces
(let b = 2k).
In each of these examples, the matrix has separator bound s(n) ≤ b.
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Organization of the Paper. Section 1 is a preliminary; we gave a detailed description of
our matrix assumptions and definitions, motivated the problems we solve, and stated our
results and previous results. Section 2 introduces Nested Dissection. Section 3 discusses
algebraic Gaussian elimination. Section 4 introduces our Algebraic Nested Dissection
algorithm and Section 5 describes an efficient version of the algorithm which does not
require placing the rational functions in reduced form. Section 6 concludes the paper
with improvements and open problems.

2. Nested Dissection on Symmetric Matrices with Separable Graphs. Let A be an
n × n symmetric positive definite matrix. The sparsity graph G = G(A) has node set
{1, . . . , n} and edges {(i, j)|Ai, j "= 0}. We assume A is sparse with O(n) non-zeros. We
also assume G(A) is an s(n)-separable sparsity graph, where s(n) = O(n γ ), for some
γ , 0 < γ < 1.
The separation of the sparsity graph G and recursive separation of its subgraphs by
splitting factor α defines a binary tree, known as the separator tree whose nodes are the
induced separators. In particular, G has an s(n)-separator vertex subset S whose deletion
results in two disconnected subgraphs G 1 , G 2 of size at most αn, where the splitting
factor is α for 0 < α < 1. The root of the separator tree is S and each of the children of
the root are the recursively defined separators of the subgraphs G 1 , G 2 , etc. Assuming
G is strongly s(n)-separated with splitting factor α < 1, the separator tree has depth
D ≤ log1/α n ≤ O(log n). By Proposition 1.1 we get
PROPOSITION 2.1 [U2]. Given a separator tree T for a graph G, with splitting factor
α, 12 < α < 1, and s(n) = n γ , for 0 < γ < 1, then for any α $ , where 12 < α $ < α, there
is a separator tree T $ for a graph G, with splitting factor α $ , and s(n) = O(n γ ).
For d = 1, . . . , D let Vd be the union of all the nodes of depth D − d in the separator
tree. Note, in particular, that V0 is a union of leaves of depth D in the tree and VD
is a single node, which is the separator S of G. Define a Nested Dissection ordering
V0 , . . . , VD which is used to guide the Gaussian elimination process of the sparse matrix
so as to minimize fill-in. We assume the matrix has already been pre- and post-multiplied
by a permutation matrix so that the resulting matrix A has the rows and columns in this
order. Using this ordering V0 , . . . , VD for sequential Gaussian elimination, we get
LEMMA 2.1 [LRT]. Given an n × n symmetric positive definite matrix A with scalar
elements and with an s(n)-separable sparsity graph, a Nested Dissection factorization
can be computed in sequential time O(s(n)3 ), exactly solving in the same time bound
the problems DETERMINANT and LINEAR SYSTEM SOLVE.
In the Parallel Nested Dissection algorithm of Pan and Reif [PR1], [PR2], this Nested
Dissection ordering is specified by a vertex partition sequence V0 , V1 , . . . , VD , for D ≤
log1/α n ≤ O(log n) which is used to guide the (possibly parallel) elimination process.
Let n 0 = n and let n d+1 = n d − |Vd | for d = 0, . . . , D. Let kd be the largest number of
vertices of any induced subgraph of G whose associated separator is at depth D − d in
the separator tree. Then k D ≤ n and, for d < D, kd ≤ &αkd+1 '.
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Assuming an s(n)-separable sparsity graph (see [LRT]), we define the Nested Dissection (ND) Sequence Problem:
Given an s(n)-separable symmetric matrix A0 , then, if possible, construct a sequence
of matrices A1 , A2 , . . . , A D , where D ≤ log1/α n ≤ O(log n) and, for d = 0, 1, . . . , D−
1, Ad is an n d × n d matrix which is partitioned as
!
"
Wd
Xd
,
Ad =
(X d )T Z d

where

• n d+1 = n d − |Vd |,
• Wd is a block diagonal matrix of size |Vd | × |Vd | where each block is of size at most
s(kd ) × s(kd ),
• X d is of size |Vd | × n d+1 ,
• Z d is of size n d+1 × n d+1 , and
• Ad+1 = Z d − (X d )T Wd−1 X d is the Schur complement.
For details see [PR1] and [PR2]. The ND sequence will exist if the input matrix is
symmetric positive definite. The proofs in [LRT] and also [PR1] and [PR2] show that
the work for the computation of the ND sequence is dominated by the computation of
O(|Vd |/s(kd )) products and inverses of a sequence of dense submatrices (namely the
block submatrices of the Wd ) of size s(kd )×s(kd ), each requiring parallel time O(log2 n)
using (kd +M(s(kd )))(|Vd |/s(kd )) processors for d = 0, . . . , D, where D ≤ log n. Thus,
they show
LEMMA 2.2. To achieve O(log3 n) parallel time, the total processor bound is
#
D
d=0 O((kd + M(s(kd )))|Vd |/s(kd )) ≤ O(n + M(s(n))), where s(n) is of the form
γ
n for some γ , 0 < γ < 1.
This ND sequence gives the following useful recursive formulae:
PROPOSITION 2.2. The LU factorization of A can be recursively computed from the RF
sequence of A as follows:
"!
"
!
"!
I
O Wd
O
I Wd−1 X d
.
Ad =
O Ad+1 O
I
(X d )T Wd−1 I
Recall that the determinants of the triangular matrices L and U are obtained by multiplying all the elements of their principal diagonals. If A = LU , then det(A) =
det(L) det(U ). Given the LU decomposition of Ad as above, observe that det(Ad ) =
det(W0 ) det(Ad+1 ). Also recall that A D is an s(n) × s(n) matrix, so det(A D ) can be
readily computed. Hence given a computation of the determinants of all the Wd matrices (e.g., an LU factorization of all the Wd matrices will suffice), we have that
D−1
det(Wd ) can be immediately computed. Thus we have
det(A) = det(A D ) #d=0
PROPOSITION 2.3. From the RF sequence and the determinants of the Wd , we can
immediately compute the determinants of all the Ad within the same asymptotic time
and processor bounds as for the RF sequence.
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Let G d be the sparsity graph of Ad . For simplicity of notation, we number the n d
nodes of G d (and similarly index the rows and columns of the n d × n d matrix Ad ) from
n − n d + 1, . . . , n.
PROPOSITION 2.4. In G d , each edge (i, j) has either both i, j in the same separator of
the separator tree, or in distinct separators, one of which is an ancestor of the other in
the separator tree.
PROOF. Note that in G 0 , each edge (i, j) has either both i, j in the same separator of
the separator tree, or in distinct separators, one of which is an ancestor of the other in the
separator tree (otherwise, the separators would not disconnect subgraphs, as required).
As our induction hypothesis, assume the proposition holds for some d. By the results of
Lipton et al. [LRT], G d+1 is derived from G d by deleting the nodes of Vd and replacing
each edge (i, j) previously incident to a node j ∈ Vd instead with edge (i, j $ ) incident
to each node j $ ∈ Vd+1 such that
• in the separator tree, j is in the separator S that is a child of the separator S $ containing
j $,
• there is an edge ( j $ , j $$ ) of G d with j $$ ∈ S, and
• there is a path between j, j $$ in the subgraph of G d induced by the separator S.

Thus in G d+1 , each edge (i, j $ ) has either both i, j $ in the same separator of the separator
tree, or in distinct separators, one of which is an ancestor of the other in the separator
tree.

The Sparsity Graph of the Schur Complement. The results of Lipton et al. [LRT] imply
that given an n × n matrix A whose indices are numbered {1, . . . , n}, and an ! × ! upper
left submatrix W of A, then the sparsity graph of the Schur complement Z − X T W −1 X ,
with indices numbered {n − ! + 1, . . . , n}, can be characterized up to cancellations as
follows:
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G(A) be the sparsity graph of A and let G(W ) be the sparsity
graph of an upper left submatrix W of A. Let G $ be the graph derived from A by deleting
all the nodes of G(W ) and all edges incident to nodes of G(W ) and adding edges {(i, i $ )|
there are edges (i, j), (i, j) incident to nodes j, j $ of G(W ) such that there is a path in
G(W ) between j, j $ }. Then G $ contains all the edges and nodes of the sparsity graph of
the Schur complement Z − X T W −1 X of A.
A symmetric minor A S of a matrix A, induced by a set of (row and column) indices
S, is a symmetric matrix derived from A by deleting all rows and columns other than
those of S. Proposition 2.5 implies that:
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose S is a set of nodes of the sparsity graph G(W ) of W such
that in G(A) there is no path from i or j to any node of G(W ) not in S. Then the (i, j)
entry of the Schur complement Z − X T W −1 X of A, derived from elimination of the
indices of W , is equal to the corresponding entry of the Schur complement of the minor
A S of A derived from elimination of the indices of S.
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3. Algebraic Gaussian Elimination on Dense Matrices
Rational Functions and Their Degree. Let a rational function in the indeterminant λ
be a ratio of two polynomials, say p(λ)/q(λ), and let the degree of that rational function
be the maximum of the degrees of these two polynomials p(λ), q(λ). Let the degree of
a matrix with entries that are rational functions be the maximum degree of any entry.
A rational function p(λ)/q(λ) is in reduced form if p(λ), q(λ) are relatively prime,
that is their greatest common divisor (GCD) is 1. A rational function p(λ)/q(λ) can be
put in reduced form by computing the GCD of p(λ), q(λ) and dividing both p(λ), q(λ)
by this GCD.
Given two rational functions in an indeterminant λ, we consider the rational functions
equivalent if their reduced forms are equal. Similarly, given two matrices whose entries
are rational functions in an indeterminant λ, we consider the matrices equivalent if the
corresponding entries are equivalent.
Algebraic Gaussian Elimination. Let A be an n × n symmetric dense matrix. Let
A(λ) = A − λIn where λ is an indeterminant.
We now consider Block Gaussian elimination from A(λ) of the upper left " × "
submatrix W . Let n # = n − ". Let A(λ) be partitioned as
"
!
W X
,
A(λ) =
XT Z
where W, X, Y, Z are matrices such that
• W is a matrix of size " × ",
• X is of size " × n # ,
• Z is of size n # × n # .
Again, the submatrix W corresponds to the block of variables eliminated in Block
Gaussian elimination, and the Schur complement of A(λ) is Z − X T W −1 X ; it defines
the resulting linear system after this elimination.
Instead of a single step of Block Gaussian elimination on the matrix A(λ), we might
apply multiple stages of Gaussian elimination of single elements or sub-blocks. By
Proposition 3.3, no singularities will be encountered. It is well known that
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assuming no singularities are encountered, Gaussian elimination
yields the equivalent Schur complement, independent of whether or not the elimination
is done on multiple stages of Block Gaussian elimination of single elements or sub-blocks
and also independent of the order of Gaussian elimination.
Degree Bounds for the Schur Complement
PROPOSITION 3.2. The entries of the Schur complement Z − Y W −1 X are rational functions of degree at most " + 1, and can be expressed as (possibly non-reduced) rational
functions with denominator det(W ) and with numerators given by (Z −X T W −1 X ) det(W ),
which are polynomials of degree at most ", " + 1, respectively.
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PROOF. Note that the matrix X does not contain the indeterminant λ and the matrices
W, Z only contain λ in each of their diagonal elements as a linear term. By definition
of A(λ) = A − λIn , the submatrix W has inverse W −1 = adj(W )/det(W ), where the
determinant det(W ) and the entries of the adjoint adj(W ) are polynomials of degree
≤ ". So the entries of W −1 are rational functions of degree ≤ ". Thus the entries
of Z det(W ) and X T (adj(W ))X are polynomials of degree ≤ " + 1, so the entries of
(Z − X T W −1 X ) det(W ) are polynomials of degree ≤ "+1. Hence the Schur complement
Z − X T W −1 X =

(Z − X T W −1 X ) det(W )
Z det(W ) − X T adj(W )X
=
det(W )
det(W )

can be expressed as a matrix of rational functions: where each entry has the same polynomial denominator det(W ) of degree ≤ " and with a matrix of polynomial numerators
(Z − X T W −1 X ) det(W ) = Z det(W ) − X T adj(W )X of degree ≤ " + 1.
As in Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, we can determine the determinant of W from its
LU decomposition, and immediately compute the determinant of A(λ) within the same
asymptotic time and processor bounds as for the Schur complement.
The denominators needed for the Schur complement are all characteristic polynomials
of submatrices of A, and therefore monic polynomials of positive degree, and so cannot
be identically zero. Thus, it follows that:
PROPOSITION 3.3. The Schur complement always exists for A(λ) = A − λIn , where A
is a matrix over any field.
Reduced Degree Bounds for Block-Diagonal W . We now let V0 be the set of indices
of variables to be eliminated, and we assume the associated matrix W is a |V0 | × |V0 |
block diagonal matrix


W [1] 0
0
···
0 ,
W = 0
0
0 W [b]
with b block submatrices W [h], for h = 1, . . . , b. Then
PROPOSITION 3.4. det(W ) = #bh=1 det(W [h]),

W [1]−1 0
−1
···
W = 0
0
0
and

det(W )W −1


0
0 ,
W [b]−1



adj(W [1]) 0
0
.
0
···
0
=
0
0 adj(W [b])

Let V0 be the set of nodes of G(W ). For each h = 1, . . . , b, let Sh ⊆ V0 be the
consecutive row and column indices of W that index the elements of submatrix W [h].
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The Sh , for h = 1, . . . , H , are the separators (of a given depth in the separator tree) that
are eliminated in one stage of parallel nested dissection. Let σ (i) be the!separator that
contains node i. For each i, j in the node set of G(A), let Let V0 (i, j) = h∈H (i, j) Sh ⊆
V0 . Then, by definition of V (i, j) and H (i, j), there is no path in G(A) from i or j to any
node of V0 not in V0 (i, j). Let W s , A(λ)s , be the symmetric matrix minors of W, A(λ),
induced by the rows and columns indexed by s = V0 (i, j). By Proposition 3.4,

• det(W s ) = #h∈H (i, j) det(W [h]),
• (W s )−1 is a block matrix consisting of the blocks W [h]−1 , for h ∈ H (i, j), and
• det(W s )(W s )−1 is a block matrix consisting of the block submatrices adj(W [h]), for
h ∈ H (i, j).

By Propositions 2.5 and 2.6, the (i, j) entry of the Schur complement Z − X T W −1 X of
A(λ), derived from elimination of the indices of W , is equivalent to the corresponding
entry of the Schur complement of A(λ)s , derived from elimination of the indices of
s = V0 (i, j). Hence we have a strengthening of Proposition 3.2, as follows:

LEMMA 3.1. Suppose W is a block diagonal matrix with blocks W [1], . . . , W [k]. Then
each (i, j) entry of the Schur complement Z − X T W −1 X of A(λ) can be expressed as
a rational function of degree ≤ |s| + 1, where s = V0 (i, j), with denominator det(W s )
= #h∈H (i, j) det(W [h]).
To obtain small degree bounds, it would seem that we need to keep in reduced form
(by computing GCD and dividing out by that) the rational functions of the entries during
multiple stages of elimination. We do this in the algorithm given in the next section.
However, in Section 5 we show that we can avoid this by instead computing equivalent
rational functions of the entries that may not necessarily be in reduced form, but are still
compact.

4. An Algebraic Nested Dissection Algorithm. Let A be an n × n symmetric nonsingular matrix with an s(n)-separable sparsity graph, where s(n) = O(n γ ), for some
γ , where 0 < γ < 1.
Definition of the Algebraic Nested Dissection (AND). We now consider the ND sequence in the case A0 = A(λ) = A − λIn where λ is an indeterminant. Recall that
the determinant of A(λ) is the required characteristic polynomial of A, and that given
the LU decomposition of A(λ), then det(A(λ)) = det(L) det(U ) can be immediately
computed.
We now apply the ND algorithm to compute the A1 , . . . , A D as previously described
in Section 2, only modified to execute on the matrix A0 instead of A. The resulting
matrices have entries that are rational functions, and we apply the results of Section 3 to
bound the degrees of these rational functions. Note that the depth of the ND sequence is
again at most D = log1/α n.
We define the AND Sequence Problem: Given an s(n)-separable matrix A, let
A0 = A(λ) = A − λIn ; then, using A0 as the input matrix, construct an ND sequence
of matrices A1 , A2 , . . . , A D as defined in Section 2. Note that the input matrix A0 is
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again appropriately permuted, depending on the separator structure, following the usual
techniques used in the previously described ND sequence, to yield this partitioning of
blocks.
Ensuring the AND Sequence Exists. Note that the AND is identical to the usual ND
from A if we set λ = 0, thus reducing each of the polynomial entries in the AND to their
constant coefficient. When the input symmetric matrix A is symmetric positive definite
or is strictly diagonally dominant, the ND sequence from A will always exist. Since
a polynomial is zero only if its constant coefficient is zero, the AND sequence exists
for A0 = A(λ) = A − λIn if the ND sequence exists for A. However, using a similar
argument as used for Proposition 3.3, we can actually show the AND always exists.
A simple inductive argument shows that we can multiply the Schur complement Ad+1
by "dd " =0 det(Wd " ), to obtain a matrix with polynomial entries. The following proposition
will suffice for proving the existence of the AND (but we later provide degree bounds),
and is implied by a simple proof by induction on d, which applies Proposition 4.1 on
each stage.
PROPOSITION 4.1. The entries of the Schur complement Ad+1 are rational functions
which (in possibly non-reduced form) have denominators "dd " =0 det(Wd " ), and numerators given by the polynomials entries of Ad+1 "dd " =0 det(Wd " ).
Since each (i, j) entry of Schur complement Ad+1 can be defined as a rational function
whose denominator is a monic polynomial of positive degree, it cannot be identically
zero. Hence, we have:
PROPOSITION 4.2. The AND sequence exists for A0 = A − λIn where A is any matrix
over a field.
Degree Bounds for the AND. The fact that A0 and the derived matrices A1 , A2 , . . . , A D ,
have entries that are rational functions of polynomials will increase the work over the
ND factorization. Our key idea is to bound the maximum degree of the entries of matrix
Ad , for each d. We intentionally refer to the variables of the linear system and the
corresponding vertices of the sparsity graph, interchangeably. By definition, the degree
of A0 is 1. Recall that Wd is a block diagonal matrix of size |Vd |×|Vd |, where the number
of blocks is bd ≤ 2 D−d , and where each block Wd [h] is of size at most s(kd ) × s(kd ),
for h = 1, . . . , bd . Consider any such block Wd [h] of Wd . Associated with this block
Wd [h] is a recursively defined induced subgraph, say, G " of G = G(A) whose associated
separator S " is a node of depth D −d in the separator tree. Recall that kd is an upper bound
on the number of vertices of the induced subgraph of G whose associated separator is
at depth D − d in the separator tree. Hence kd is also an upper bound on the number
of vertices of G " . The proper ancestors of S " in the separator tree are the separators that
when deleted from G, disconnect G " from the remainder of the graph. In contrast, the ND
and AND elimination processes proceed to eliminate from the leaves, up the separator
tree. In stage d, where Wd is defined, we have eliminated all the vertices in separators of
depth > D − d in the separator tree. Thus in stage d we have eliminated all the vertices
of G " which are not in S " ; this set of eliminated vertices is the union of all the separators
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which are proper descendants of S ! in the separator tree. (However, we have not yet
eliminated any of the vertices in separators which are ancestors of S ! in the separator
tree.)
Note that, by definition, Ad+1 = Z d −(X d )T Wd−1 X d is a Schur complement. Since the
AND sequence is derived from repeated Block Gaussian eliminations, then by Proposition 3.1, the elimination from A0 yields an equivalent matrix Ad+1 = Z d −(X d )T Wd−1 X d
(which is a Schur complement), independent of whether or not the elimination is done
on multiple stages of Gaussian elimination of single elements or sub-blocks and also
independent of the order of Gaussian elimination. In particular, the elimination yields an
equivalent matrix Ad+1 even if the elimination had been done in the dth stage of Block
Gaussian elimination, rather than the d stages so far executed by AND. Thus, Ad+1 can
be alternatively expressed as a Schur complement!
of A0 (instead of a Schur complement
of Ad ) due to the Block Gaussian elimination of dd ! =0 Vd ! and we can therefore apply
Lemma 3.1 to obtain degree bounds for the entries of Ad+1 .
We now generalize the definitions of Sh , H (i, j), V0 (i, j) given previously. Again,
let σ (i) be the separator that contains node i. For each h = 1, . . . , bd , let Sd,h ⊆ Vd be
the consecutive row and column indices of Wd that index the elements of Wd [h]. The
Sd,h , for h = 1, . . . , bd , are the separators of depth D − d in the separator tree that are
eliminated in one stage of parallel ND. For each i, j in the node set of G(Ad ),
{h| in the separator tree, Sd,h is a descendant of σ (i) or σ ( j)},
• let Hd (i, j) = !
• let Vd (i, j) = h∈Hd (i, j) Sd,h ⊆ Vd , and
• let Wds be the symmetric minor of Wd induced by the rows and columns s = Vd (i, j).

Let d(i) be the d ! such that i ∈ Vd ! .

PROPOSITION 4.3. Each non-zero (i, j) entry of the Schur complement Ad+1 can be expressed as a rational function of degree ≤ kmax(d(i),d( j)) +1 with denominator det(Wds ) =
"h∈Hd (i, j) det(Wd [h]).
PROOF. By Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.1, each non-zero (i, j) entry of the Schur
complement Ad+1 can be expressed as a rational function of degree ≤ |Vd (i, j)| + 1 with
denominator det(Wds ) = "h∈Hd (i, j) det(Wd [h]). Hence, we need to show |Vd (i, j)| ≤
kmax(d(i),d( j)) . Let G d+1 be the sparsity graph of Ad+1 , with edges (i, j) where (Ad+1 )i, j &=
0. By Proposition 2.4, each edge (i, j) in G d+1 has either both i, j in the same separator
of the separator tree, or in distinct separators, one of which is an ancestor of the other
in the separator tree. Without loss of generality, assume d(i) ≥ d( j). The nodes Sd,h ,
for h ∈ Hd (i, j), are among the separators of depth D − d in the separator tree which
are eliminated in stage d. By Proposition 2.4, these separators are all (not necessarily
proper) descendants of σ (i) in the separator tree. However, kd(i) upper bounds the total
number of nodes in separators that are (not necessarily proper) descendants of σ (i)
in!the separator tree (and thus eliminated by stage d(i)). Hence, kd(i) upper bounds
| h∈Hd (i, j) Sd,h | = |Vd (i, j)|.
We now formally state our algorithm, in the case where we keep the rational functions
in reduced form.
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AND SEQUENCE ALGORITHM
Input: A sparse matrix n × n matrix A with sparsity graph G(A) which is s(n)separable, with separation parameter α. Let V be the set of nodes of G(A).
[1] Initialize:
[1.1] Compute a separator tree of depth D ≤ log1/α n ≤ O(log n) for G(A).
[1.2] Let P be a permutation matrix ordering the nodes V = {1, . . . , n} by
a breadth first listing of the separators in the separator tree (from root
to leaves). Set A := PAPT so the resulting matrix has the rows and
columns in this order.
[1.3] Let A0 := A − λIn , for an indeterminant λ.
[1.4] Let n 0 := n.
[2] For d = 0, . . . , D − 1 do
[2.1] In the separator tree: let bd be the number of separators at depth D − d,
let Sd,1 , . . . , Sd,bd be the separators at depth D − d, let Vd be the set
of all the nodes of V in separators of depth D − d, and if d > 0, let
n d := n d−1 − |Vd−1 |.
[2.2] Let n d × n d matrix Ad be partitioned as
!
"
Wd
Xd
,
Ad =
(X d )T Z d
where Wd is the block diagonal matrix of size |Vd | × |Vd | with bd
blocks, Wd [1], . . . , Wd [bd ] where each Wd [h] is a |s| × |s| minor of
Wd induced by the (indices of the) separator s = Sd,h .
[2.3] For h = 1, . . . , bd do compute the determinant det(Wd [h]) and inverse
(Wd [h])−1 of each of the (dense) block submatrices Wd [h] of Wd .
[2.4] Let Wd−1 be the block matrix consisting of the blocks (Wd [1])−1 , . . . ,
d
det(Wd [h]).
(Wd [bd ])−1 and compute det(Wd ) = #bh=1
[2.5] Compute the n d+1 × n d+1 Schur complement matrix Ad+1 = Z d −
(X d )T Wd−1 X d , where each (i, j) entry of Ad+1 is represented by a
rational fraction which is reduced by dividing both the numerator and
denominator by their GCD.
[3] Compute the determinant det(W D ) of the s(n) × s(n) matrix A D by an
efficient parallel algorithm for dense matrix determinant.
[4] For d = D − 1, . . . , 0 do let det(Ad ) := det(Wd ) det(Ad+1 ).
Output: det(A0 )
By the above propositions, we have:
LEMMA 4.1. The above AND Sequence Algorithm correctly computes the AND and
outputs the characteristic function of A.
Asymptotic Processor and Time Bounds. We use the analysis of ND in [PR1] and [PR2]
to obtain bounds on the AND computation. In particular, the proof of our processor
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bounds follows from the results of [PR1] and [PR2] and from Propositions 2.2 and 2.3.
By definition, for d < D, kd = !αkd+1 ".
Note that at stage D, we have only one remaining separator, which is of size ≤ s(k D ),
and so |VD | ≤ k D . At stage d, we have 2 D−d separators at depth D − d of the separator
tree, each of which is of size ≤ s(kd ), and so |Vd | ≤ 2 D−d s(kd ).
The AND sequence also provides a recursive LU factorization for the Wd matrices
appearing in the ND sequence. Each Wd is an s(kd )-block diagonal matrix of size |Vd | ×
|Vd | with each block of size s(kd ) × s(kd ). Again in this sparse s(n)-separable case
the work for the AND is dominated by the computation of products and inverses of a
sequence of bd ≤ 2 D−d dense submatrices Wd [h] of the Wd of size at most s(kd )×s(kd );
however, in this case the matrix elements are (by Proposition 4.3) rational functions of
degree O(kd ).
Product and division operations on polynomials of degree n can be done in parallel time O(log n) using P(n) processors and the GCD operation can be done in time
O(log2 n) using P(n) processors (see [J]). Therefore each product and division on degree O(kd ) polynomials can be done in parallel time O(log kd ) ≤ O(log n) with P(kd )
processors, and the reduction of the rational functions can be done by GCD computation
in parallel time O(log2 kd ) ≤ O(log2 n) with P(kd ) processors.
Kaltofen and Pan [KP1], [KP2] show that the determinant and inverse of n×n matrices
over an arbitrary field can be done in parallel time O(log2 n) using M(n) processors.
The determinant and inverse of each of the block matrices Wd [h] within the block
diagonal matrix Wd can thus be computed in parallel time O((log2 n) log2 s(n)) with
P(O(kd ))M(s(kd )) processors (since each of the polynomial multiplication, division,
and GCD operations cost time O(log n) with P(O(kd )) processors).
The computation of determinant and inverse of all the block matrices of the block
diagonal matrix Wd thus requires a total of 2 D−d M(s(kd )) multiplication, division, and
GCD operations on polynomials of degree O(kd ).
After computation of Wd−1 , the computation Ad+1 = Z d − (X d )T Wd−1 X d also re&
quires, for each d & = d, . . . , D, |Vd & | ≤ 2 D−d s(kd & ) multiplication, division, and GCD
operations on polynomials of degree O(kd ).
We have assumed that s(n) = O(n γ ), for some γ , where 0 < γ < 1, so s(α i n) ≤
iγ
α s(n). By Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 2.1, we can assume a separator splitting factor
α arbitrarily close to 12 , and, in particular, we assume 2α γ +1 < 1. Then
D
!

&

2 D−d s(kd & )P(O(kd & ))

d & =d

≤
≤
≤

D
!

&

&

&

2 D−d s(α D−d n)α D−d O(P(n))

d & =d

D−d
!

2i s(α i n)α i O(P(n))

i=0

D−d
!

(2α γ +1 )i s(n)O(P(n))

i=0

≤ O(s(n)P(n)).
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Also,
2 D−d (kd + M(s(kd )))P(O(kd ))
≤ 2 D−d (α D−d n + M(s(α D−d n)))α D−d O(P(n))
≤ O(P(n)(n + M(s(n)))).
The total processor bound for each stage d is
2 D−d (kd + M(s(kd )))P(O(kd )) +

D
!

#

2 D−d s(kd # )P(O(kd # ))

d # =d

≤ O(P(n)(n + M(s(n)))) + O(s(n)P(n))
≤ O(P(n)(n + M(s(n)))).
The time of each stage d is O(log2 n log2 s(n)), and so the total time for all stages is
at most a factor log n more. By Proposition 2.2, and by constant slowdown, we have:
THEOREM 4.1. Given an n×n symmetric non-singular matrix A with an s(n)-separable
sparsity graph, where s(n) = O(n γ ), for some γ , where 0 < γ < 1, then the characteristic polynomial can be computed in parallel time O((log3 n) log2 s(n)) using
P(n)(n + M(s(n))) ≤ O(P(n)(n + s(n)2.376 )) processors.
5. An Improved AND Algorithm without Reduction of Rational Functions. Next,
we derive an improved version of our AND algorithm that does not require the reduction
of the rational functions by GCD. We employ an interesting technique to avoid this, where
instead we use the determinants of the blocks of the Wd to determine denominators of
these rational functions, and thus avoid computation of GCD. In particular, we partition
the nodes of V using the separators of the separator tree, and we show that the AND
elements can be expressed as rational functions whose denominators are all the same
within each block of this partitioning.
Our resulting algorithm redesign has somewhat conflicting goals: (i) we wish to make
the details of our polynomial operations used by our algorithm completely explicit,
and yet (ii) we wish our improved algorithm to be as elegant as possible. To achieve
these goals, and to express the redundancy in the polynomial denominators, we employ
mathematical structures known as (nonuniform) tensors consisting of matrices whose
elements are matrices (note: these tensors are nonuniform in the sense that their elements
are not necessarily of the same size). In particular, using the above mentioned partitioning,
we replace the original matrices of the AND with tensors, whose elements are matrices
of polynomials, obtained by multiplying the submatrices of the original matrices by
the appropriate determinants. We improve Theorem 4.1 by a logarithmic time factor,
showing:
THEOREM 5.1. Given an n×n symmetric non-singular matrix A with an s(n)-separable
sparsity graph, where s(n) = O(n γ ), for some γ , where 0 < γ < 1, then the characteristic polynomial can be computed in parallel time O((log2 n) log2 s(n)) using
P(n)(n + M(s(n))) ≤ O(P(n)(n + s(n)2.376 )) processors.
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PROOF. By Lemma 3.1 and Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, each (i, j) entry of the Schur
complement Ad+1 is a rational function of degree upper bounded by kmax(d(i),d( j)) + 1.
Obviously, for d = 0, each (i, j) entry of A0 is simply the polynomial Ai, j − λ for i = j
and otherwise Ai, j for i "= j. By a simple induction on d, where on each stage we apply
Lemma 3.1, we obtain: (Ad )i, j can be expressed as a rational function with denominator
"d−1
d # =0 "h∈Hd # (i, j) det(Wd # [h]).
Note that the degree of these denominators is at most kd # +1 where d # = max(d(i), d( j)),
since kd # is an upper bound on the number of vertices of the induced subgraph of G whose
associated separator is at depth D − d # in the separator tree. Hence we have a further
strengthening of Propositions 3.2 and 3.1, as follows:
LEMMA 5.1. (Ad )i, j can be expressed as a rational function of degree kmax(d(i),d( j)) + 1
with denominator "d−1
d # =0 "h∈Hd # (i, j) det(Wd # [h]).
We do not directly use Lemma 5.1, but instead now describe how to inductively
compute similar rational functions of slightly larger degree O(kmax(d(i),d( j)) ).
It will be useful to observe that by definition, for all i, i # , j, j # where σ (i) = σ (i # ) and
σ ( j) = σ ( j # ), we have Hd (i, j) = Hd (i # , j # ). Hence, for each separator s, we define:
• Hd (s) = {h| in the separator tree, Sd,h is a descendant of s},
∗
= "d−1
• qd,s
d # =0 "h∈Hd # (s) det(Wd # [h]).
Inductively, for a given d, we assume the rational functions in the (i, j) entry of Ad
∗
∗
is not necessarily in reduced form, but expressed as (Ad )i, j = pd,i, j /qd,σ
(i) qd,σ ( j) with
∗
∗
degrees of the polynomials pd,i, j , qd,σ (i) , qd,σ ( j) upper bounded by O(kmax(d(i),d( j)) ).
With the assumed numbering of matrix indices,4 we have by the inductive hypothesis,
∗
∗
(Ad )i, j = pd,i, j /qd,σ
(i) qd,σ ( j) , and so
∗
∗
• (Z d )i, j = pd,i, j /qd,σ
(i) qd,σ ( j) ,
∗
∗
• (X d )i, j = pd,i, j /qd,σ (i) qd,σ
( j) ,
∗
∗
• (Wd )i, j = pd,i, j /qd,σ (i) qd,σ
( j) .

We now define (nonunifrom) tensors consisting of matrices whose elements are matrices of polynomials of degree O(kmax(d(i),d( j)) ), where the later matrices may not all
have the same size. Such a tensor is diagonal if its off-diagonal elements are zero matrices. We index the elements of these tensors by the separators of depth ≤ D − d. Let
Nd be the number of separators of depth ≤ D − d. Let Q ∗d be the tensor consisting of an
Nd × Nd diagonal matrix whose non-zero (s, s) element is the |s| × |s| diagonal matrix
∗
I|s| , for each separator s of depth ≤ D − d. The inverse (Q ∗d )−1 of Q ∗d is obtained
qd,s
simply by inverting each of its diagonal elements. Note that, for each separator s, we can
∗
∗
= qd,s
qd,s , where qd,s = "h∈Hd (s) det(Wd [h]). Also, let Q d be
recursively define qd+1,s
the tensor consisting of an Nd × Nd diagonal matrix whose non-zero (s, s) element is
the |s| × |s| diagonal matrix qd,s I|s| for each separator s of depth ≤ D − d.
4

Recall that, for simplicity of notation, the row and column indices of the n d × n d matrix Ad are numbered
n − n d + 1, . . . , n, and observe that the row and column indices of Z d , Ad+1 (and also the column indices of
X d ) range over n − n d+1 + 1, . . . , n, and also the row and column indices of Wd (and also the row indices of
X d ) range over n − n d + 1, . . . , n − n d+1 .
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Let A!d , Z d! , X d! , Wd! be the tensors defined as follows:
•
•
•
•

∗
∗
((A!d )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j = qd,σ
(i) qd,σ ( j) (Ad )i, j = pd,i, j ,
!
∗
∗
((Z d )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j = qd,σ (i) qd,σ ( j) (Z d )i, j = pd,i, j ,
∗
∗
((X d! )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j = qd,σ
(i) qd,σ ( j) (X d )i, j = pd,i, j ,
!
∗
∗
((Wd )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j = qd,σ (i) qd,σ
( j) (Wd )i, j = pd,i, j .

Hence A!d is a tensor consisting of an Nd × Nd matrix (of matrices of polynomials)
partitioned as
!
"
Wd!
X d!
,
A!d =
(X d! )T Z d!
where Wd! is the diagonal matrix of size bd × bd and for each h = 1, . . . , bd , the (s, s)
diagonal element (Wd! )s,s consists of a matrix of size at most s(kd ) × s(kd ) whose indices
correspond to the elements of the separator s = Sd,h .
These tensors allow us to compute compact rational functions for the elements
(Ad+1 )i, j = ((Z d ) − (X d )T (Wd )−1 X d )i, j of the Schur complement matrix, also expressed in tensor form.
PROPOSITION 5.1. (Ad+1 )i, j = ((Q ∗d −1 (Z d! − (X d! )T (Wd! )−1 X d! )Q ∗d −1 )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j and
A!d+1 = Q d (Z d! − (X d! )T (Wd! )−1 X d! )Q d .
PROOF.
•
•
•
•

Similarly define the tensors:

A!!d = Q ∗d −1 A!d Q ∗d −1 , so ((A!!d )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j = (Ad )i, j ,
Z d!! = Q ∗d −1 Z d! Q ∗d −1 , so ((Z d!! )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j = (Z d )i, j ,
X d!! = Q ∗d −1 X d! Q ∗d −1 , so ((X d!! )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j = (X d )i, j ,
Wd!! = Q ∗d −1 Wd! Q ∗d −1 so ((Wd!! )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j = (Wd )i, j .
Then
A!!d+1 = Z d!! − (X d!! )T Wd!!

−1

X d!!

= (Q ∗d −1 Z d! Q ∗d −1 )−(Q ∗d −1 X d! Q ∗d −1 )T (Q ∗d −1 Wd! Q ∗d −1 )−1 (Q ∗d −1 X d! Q ∗d −1 )

= Q ∗d −1 Z d! Q ∗d −1 − Q ∗d −1 (X d! )T (Q ∗d −1 Q ∗d )(Wd! )−1 (Q ∗d Q ∗d −1 )X d! Q ∗d −1
= Q ∗d −1 (Z d! − (X d! )T Wd!

−1

X d! )Q ∗d −1 ,

so ((A!!d+1 )σ (i),σ ( j) )i, j = (Ad+1 )i, j .
Also,
A!d+1 = Q ∗d+1 Q ∗d −1 (Z d! − (X d! )T (Wd! )−1 X d! )Q ∗d −1 Q ∗d+1
= Q d (Z d! − (X d! )T (Wd! )−1 X d! )Q d .

Consider any r, t ∈ Sd,h . Recalling that since Wd is a block matrix with blocks Wh [h]
corresponding to the Sd,h , for h = 1, . . . , bd , it follows that (Wd )r,t = (Wd [h])r,t . Furthermore, since (Wd )−1 is also a block matrix with blocks (Wh [h])−1 , for h = 1, . . . , bd ,
−1
−1
= (Wd [h])r,t
. Note also that as a consequence, Wd! and its
it also follows that (Wd )r,t
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inverse are diagonal tensors, with non-zero elements only on the diagonal, and moreover
the inverse (Wd! )−1 of Wd! is obtained simply by inverting each of its diagonal elements.
Then (Wd! )−1 = adj ! (Wd! ) det ! (Wd! )−1 where, for each h = 1, . . . , bd and s = Sd,h :

• det ! (Wd! ) is the diagonal tensor whose non-zero (s, s) element is the |s| × |s| diagonal
matrix det ! (Wd! )s,s = det(Wd [h])I|s| ,
• det ! (Wd! )−1 is the diagonal tensor which is the inverse of det ! (Wd! ),
• adj ! (Wd! ) is the diagonal tensor whose non-zero (s, s) element is adj ! (Wd! )s,s =
adj(Wd [h]).
Hence we have A!d+1 = Q d (Z d! − (X d! )T adj ! (Wd! ) det ! (Wd! )−1 X d! )Q d . Now we
show that
LEMMA 5.2.

Each (s, s ! ) element of
A!d+1 = Q d (Z d! − (X d! )T adj ! (Wd! ) det ! (Wd! )−1 X d! )Q d

is a matrix of polynomials of degree O(kmax(d(i),d( j)) ).
PROOF. Since (Z d! )s,s ! is a matrix of polynomials of degree O(kmax(d(i),d( j)) ),
so is (Q d Z d! Q d )s,s ! . We next show that each (s, s ! ) element of
Q d (X d! )T adj ! (Wd! ) det ! (Wd! )−1 X d! Q d is a matrix of polynomials of degree
O(kmax(d(i),d( j)) ). Expanding the matrix product, we get
((Q d (X d! )T adj ! (Wd! ) det ! (Wd! )−1 X d! )Q d )s,s !
!
=
((Q d (X d! )T adj ! (Wd! ))s,t (det ! (Wd! )−1 )t,t (X d! )Q d )t,s ! .
t=Sd,h ,h=1,...,bd

Note that each term of this sum is the contribution to the Schur complement of the
separator t = Sd,h of depth D − d, but this term is the 0 matrix except when t is a
descendant of separator s or s ! . Suppose t is a descendant of separator s. The (s, s)
element of Q d is by definition qd,s I|s| , so qd,s is a factor of (Q d (X d! )T adj ! (Wd! ))s,t .
!
! −1
is by definition (1/det(Wd! [h]))I|s| ,
The (t, t) element det ! (Wd! )−1
t,t of det (Wd )
!
and det(Wd [h]) is a factor of qd,s = !h∈Hd (s) det(Wd [h]). Hence, the product
(Q d (X d! )T adj ! (Wd! ))s,t (det ! (Wd! )−1 )t,t is a matrix of polynomials, and so is the further product of (Q d (X d! )T adj ! (Wd! ))s,t (det ! (Wd! )−1 )t,t by the matrix of polynomials
((X d! )Q d )t,s ! . We have shown that ((Q d (X d! )T adj ! (Wd! ) det ! (Wd! )−1 X d! )Q d )s,s ! is a
matrix of polynomials. The degree of these polynomials is bounded by O(1) times
the degree of the polynomials in the component matrices, which is O(kmax(d(i),d( j)) ).
The case where t is a descendant of separator s ! is similar.
We now formally state our revised algorithm, in the case where we keep the rational
functions in compact, but not necessarily reduced, form.
IMPROVED AND SEQUENCE ALGORITHM
Input: A sparse matrix n × n matrix A with sparsity graph G(A) which is s(n)separable, with separation parameter α. Let V be the node set of G(A).
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[1] Initialize:
[1.1] Compute a separator tree of depth D ≤ log1/α n ≤ O(log n) for G =
G(A).
[1.2] For each node i, let σ (i) be the separator containing i.
[1.3] Let P be a permutation matrix ordering the nodes V = {1, . . . , n} by
a breadth first listing of the separators in the separator tree (from root
to leaves). Set A := PAPT so the resulting matrix has the rows and
columns in this order.
[1.4] Let A0 := A − λIn , for an indeterminant λ.
[1.5] Let N0 be the total number of separators in the separator tree.
[1.6] Let A#0 be the tensor consisting of an N0 × N0 matrix of matrices, where
each (s, s # ) element of A#0 is the |s| × |s # | matrix minor (A#0 )s,s # of A0
induced by the rows of s and columns of s # .
[1.7] Let Q 0 be the tensor consisting of an N0 × N0 diagonal matrix of
matrices, where each (s, s) diagonal element is an |s| × |s| identity
matrix I|s| , for each separator s in the separator tree.
[1.8] Let q0∗ := 1 and, for each separator s of the separator tree, let
∗
:= 1.
q0,s
[2] For d = 0, . . . , D − 1 do
[2.1] In the separator tree: let bd be the number of separators of depth D − d,
let Sd,1 , . . . , Sd,bd be the separators of depth D − d, let Vd be the set
of all the nodes of V in separators of depth D − d, and if d > 0, let
Nd := Nd−1 − bd−1 be the number of separators of depth ≤ D − d.
[2.2] For each h = 1, . . . , bd do let qd,s := det(Wd [h]) where s = Sd,h .
[2.3] For each d # = d − 1, . . . , 0 do for each separator s of depth D − d #
do let child(s) be the children of s in the separator tree, and let qd,s :=
$s # ∈child(s) qd,s # .
Comment: qd,s = $h∈Hd (s) det(Wd [h]).
[2.4] For each separator of depth ≤ D − d in the separator tree do let
∗
∗
:= qd,s
qd,s .
qd+1,s
∗
∗
).
[2.5] Let qd+1 := $s=Sd,h ,h=1,...,bd (qd+1,s
[2.6] Let Q d be the tensor consisting of an Nd × Nd diagonal matrix whose
(s, s) element is the |s| × |s| diagonal matrix qd,s I|s| , for each separator
s of depth ≤ D − d.

Comment: A#d is a tensor consisting of an Nd × Nd matrix whose elements are
matrices of polynomials.
[2.7] Partition A#d as
A#d

!

Wd#
=
(X d# )T

"
X d#
,
Z d#

where Wd# is the diagonal tensor consisting of a matrix of size bd × bd
with each (s, s) diagonal element (Wd# )s,s consisting of a matrix of
size |s| × |s|, for each separator s = Sd,h , for h = 1, . . . , bd of depth
D − d.
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[2.8] Compute the determinant of each (s, s) matrix element of Wd! , for each
separator s = Sd,h , h = 1, . . . , bd of depth D − d. Let DETW d be the
product of these determinants divided by (qd∗ )2 .
Comment: DETW d = det(Wd ).

[2.9] Construct the bd × bd diagonal tensors det ! (Wd ), (det ! (Wd ))−1 where
each (s, s) non-zero element consists of an |s| × |s| identity matrix
multiplied by the determinant, inverse of the determinant respectively,
of the (s, s) matrix element of Wd! .
[2.10] Compute the bd × bd diagonal tensor adj ! (Wd ) where each (s, s) element consists of the adjoint of the (s, s) element of Wd! .
[2.11] Compute the tensor (consisting of an Nd+1 × Nd+1 matrix whose elements are matrices of polynomials)
A!d+1 = Q d (Z d! − (X d! )T adj ! (Wd )(det ! (Wd ))−1 X d! )Q d .

Comment: A!D is a tensor consisting of a 1 × 1 matrix containing a single matrix
of size at most s(n) × s(n).

[3] Compute the determinant of A!D by an efficient parallel algorithm for dense
matrix determinant, divide by (q D∗ )2 , and assign the result to DETW D .
[4] Let DET D := DETW D .
[5] For d = D − 1, . . . , 0 do let DET d := DETW d DET d+1 .
Comment: DET d = det(Ad ).
Output: DET 0 , the characteristic function of A.
Correctness. A simple inductive argument shows that steps [1.8] and [2.2]–[2.4] of
this algorithm correctly computes each qd,s = !h∈Hd (s) det(Wd [h]). By definition of
∗ 2
) (Wd )i, j . So for
Wd! , for all nodes i, j such that s = σ (i) = σ ( j), ((Wd! )s,s )i, j = (qd,s
each separator s = Sd,h of depth D − d, the (s, s) matrix element of Wd! has determinant
∗ 2
∗
) det(Wd [h]). Since qd∗ = !s=Sd,h ,h=1,...,bd qd,s
, it follows that (qd∗ )2 det(Wd ) is the
(qd,s
product of the determinants of the diagonal elements of Wd! . Hence the computed DETW d
is equal to det(Wd ).
Also, by definition, A!D has only a single matrix element, where this element is indexed
∗
)2 (A D )i, j .
by the root separator s = S D,1 , and for all nodes i, j ∈ s, ((A!D )s,s )i, j = (q D,s
∗
∗
!
∗ 2
Since q D,s = q D , the single matrix element of A D has determinant (q D ) det(A D ).
Hence for each d = D, . . . , 0 we have DET d = det(Ad ), and, in particular, the output
DET 0 = det(A0 ) is the characteristic function of A. So by the above propositions and
the previous Lemma 4.1, we have:
LEMMA 5.3. The Improved AND Sequence Algorithm correctly computes the A! d and
outputs the characteristic function of A.
Asymptotic Processor and Time Bounds. As previously observed, this improved algorithm simply replaces the original matrices of the AND with instead tensors whose
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elements are matrices of polynomials, obtained by multiplying the submatrices of the
original matrices by the appropriate determinants (for example Wd is replaced by a
tensor Wd! whose diagonal elements are the block submatrices of Wd ). As a consequence, it is easy to verify that this improved algorithm requires the same number
of block matrix and sparse matrix operations, since each such operation is also done
by the original AND Sequence Algorithm. The cost of computation of the polynomials qd,s is clearly dominated by these matrix operations. So the asymptotic processor bounds are the same as previously given by Theorem 4.1. Again, the computation of determinant and inverse of all the block matrices of the block diagonal matrix
Wd requires a total of 2 D−d M(s(kd )) (that is, M(s(kd )) per each of the block matrices Wd [h]) products and divisions on polynomials of degree at most O(kd ), and also
!
|Vd ! | ≤ 2 D−d s(kd ! ) products and divisions on polynomials of degree at most O(kd ! ), for
d ! = d, . . . , D, and each of these products and divisions on degree ≤ O(kd ! ) polynomials can be done in parallel time O(log kd ! ) ≤ O(log n) with P(O(kd ! )) processors.
However, we no longer require polynomial GCD computations.
! Again,! the total processor bound per stage is 2 D−d (kd + M(s(kd )))P(O(kd )) + dD! =d 2 D−d s(kd ! )P(O(kd ! ))
≤ O(P(n)(n + M(s(n)))), and the determinant and inverse of all the block matrices of
the block diagonal matrix Wd are computed in parallel time O((log n) log2 s(n)) with
O(P(n)M(s(n))) processors. Hence the total processors required for all stages is again
upper bounded by that of the last stage D and the total time is at most a factor log n
more than the time of each stage d. By Proposition 2.2, and by constant slowdown,
the characteristic polynomial can be determined within the same asymptotic bounds of
O(log2 n log2 s(n)) time with P(n)(n + M(s(n))) ≤ O(P(n)(n +s(n)2.376 )) processors.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

6. Conclusion and Open Problems
Improvements. Armon and Reif [AR] reduced the parallel time of Parallel Nested
Dissection from O(log3 n) to O(log2 n) with n + M(s(n))1+ε processors, for any ε > 0,
by grouping together recursion layers (substituting parallel dense matrix algorithms
for the submatrix LU factorizations at these layers), and stopping the recursion when
the submatrices of the recursive dissection are of size n ε . Using these techniques, we
can achieve a logarithmic factor reduction in our parallel time bounds for computing
the characteristic polynomial of an n × n symmetric matrix A with an s(n)-separable
sparsity graph, given by Theorem 4.1, to be O((log n) log2 s(n)), with a slight increase
in processor bounds: (P(n)(n + M(s(n))1+ε )) processors for any ε > 0.
Open Problems. Eigenvalues of matrices are used for many engineering and scientific applications, including vibration analysis in structures, stability analysis, etc. In
most applications, the matrices are sparse (with O(n) elements) with small separators.
However, the problem of finding all the eigenvalues of a sparse matrix in parallel has
considerably less efficient algorithms, even if the system is s(n)-separable. In spite of an
enormous literature in the sparse symmetric eigenvalue problem, all algorithms known
to us (see [BW], [C], [CD], [DR], [DS], [L], [P], [R2], [R3], [S1], [S2], [SLN], [SBP],
and [U1]) which compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a sparse rational matrix
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by orthogonal factorizations5 or iterative methods (known iterative methods, sometimes
used as an alternative to reduction Hessenberg forms, do not converge within provably
small time bounds) appear to require either at least parallel time !(n) using n processors
(e.g., via sparse Lanczos methods) or polylog parallel time with !(M(n)) processors.
It also remains an open problem to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of an
n × n symmetric matrix, with given separator bounds less than n, (i) in sequential work
O(n log O(1) n log B), or (ii) in parallel time O(log O(1) n log B) using O(n + M(s(n)))
work. Perhaps the root-finding algorithm of [NR] and [R1] may be of use.
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